Release Notes for 7.0.9936
App

Feature

Type

Comments

Settings/Required Changes

SPOT

Configuration

Fix

Collections in Program Configuration that do not actually support
hiding the items will no longer allow using the Hide button.

The collections that currently support hiding are:

Departments, Categories, Items, Modifiers, Upcharges, TaxAuthorities,
NotificationTypes, Coupons, Restoration Rooms, Payin Reasons, Payout
Reasons, Cash Credit Adjustment Reasons, Credit Card Adjustment
Reasons, Debit Card Adjustment Reasons, A/R Adjustment Reasons, and
Frequent Buyer Points Adjustment Reasons.
SPOT

Conveyor

Fix

Fixed a rare problem where valid orders would not be matched
(customer <Unknown>) in conveyor operations.

SPOT

Conveyor

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user I need to offload the first X number of route orders
by stop order/rev stop order
Conveyor Operations > Offload now has a "Max Order Count" filter that
will limit the offload to at most that many invoices. Ordering set by
other options is still obeyed, so, for example, if you set Max Order
Count to 50 and offload a route in reverse stop order, you will get up to
50 orders starting from the last stop on the route.

SPOT

Conveyor

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like a conveyor operation option to offload
orders within a date range selection
Conveyor Operations > Offload can now filter an offload by the date
when the orders entered Rack/Ready status.

SPOT

Conveyor

Fix

Fixed a scenario where a legacy conveyor special arm stored procedure
was not used even though the DB Offload Override setting was
enabled.

SPOT

Conveyor

Change

As a Conveyor User I want to be able to print when splitting
multiple orders from Assembly Orders
When splitting from Conveyor > Operations > Assembly Orders SPOT
will now prompt to reprint the original invoices, print the new invoices,
print both, or print none; even if multiple orders are selected. The
workstation still must have appropriate printing settings configured as
before.

SPOT

Coupons

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like coupons to be restricted to the first
visit only
The ability to restrict a coupon to a customer's first visit has been added
to SPOT.

SPOT

Customer
View

Fix

Improved loading time of Customer View when the customer has many
route exception entries.

SPOT

HSL

Fix

Fixed a problem where describe and price modifiers were not
considered when checking if a required modifier is missing.

SPOT

Markin

Change

As a SPOT user, I would like to enter room numbers up to 99999 for
the customer type of hotel
The legacy Hotel customer type will now allow up to 30 digits in a room
number when Room Number Entry is Numeric Only. (Alpha-Numeric
already has a 30 character limit, this brings Numeric Only to parity with
that).

SPOT

Order View

Fix

Empty invoices (with no items) created by redo will now be voided
automatically.

SPOT

Pickup

Fix

Amounts on the paper currency buttons in the tender screen were 1000
X too high in Denmark locality

SPOT

Pickup

Fix

Fixed a case where SPOT would ask twice if the user wanted to print a
receipt.

SPOT

Printing

Fix

Fixed phone numbers with leading zeros (valid in some locations)
printing without the leading zeros on invoices.

SPOT

Printing

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like an option to prevent invoice printing
on the customer level
Customer View > Special Flags now includes a "Disable Printing Invoice
at Detail" flag. As the name suggests this only suppresses printing
invoices during detail. For example, the Reprint Invoice button or
printing during AssistedAssembly are not affected.

SPOT

Printing

Fix

Fixed incorrect printing of 128L barcodes when Unicode text is present.

SPOT

Printing

Fix

Fixed problem with invoice copy override settings when printing
invoices after prepay.

Company Settings > Mark-in Settings > Coupons > (Coupon) > Restrict
to First Visit

Store > Site settings > Hotel Settings > Room Number Entry

SPOT

Reports

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT User I want a report to track coupons with zero value
Added "Zero Discount Coupons" and "Zero Discount Coupons (Select
List)" reports to Reports Gallery > Adjustments.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

API - Customer Record Changes report will now work when bypass web
requests is enabled. The final three columns on the report will always be
blank in this case as they are not applicable when bypass web requests
is enabled.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Fixed the New Customers by Signup User presentation of the New
Customers report to obey the store grouping selection.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Marketing by Department report will now run properly when multiple
departments are selected.

SPOT

SMS

Fix

Fixed a problem that could cause Order Delivery SMS to be sent more
than once when the payment declines.

